






WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REORGANIZATION.
May it please Your Majesty,
Nukualofa, Kingdom of Tonga,
27th October, 1941.
On the 29th September, Your Majesty was graciously pRased to request
me to conduct an inquiry into the reorganization of the Public ^
Kingdom of Tonga and to submit any proposals for reform which inig r e
sidered necessary or desirable. In accordance with Youi Majesty s wis
inquiry has been based as far as possible on simdar lines to t re examina i
recently conducted into the Public Services of the Colony of ^^1^, Tiac\^r
territories under the jurisdiction of the High Commissioner for t e ' .
my terms of reference being as follows: j ,.,r,nH;i-;oTT;
" To review the existing organization
of emplojmrent of the Public Service of the King -j
make recommendations for any changes which ma}' re c i ' '
2. Owing to the time limitations placed on my secondment to
Government, it has been found necessary to conhne , P _ staffed' bv
report to that section of the Tongan Public Service wiic i y
personnel obtained from overseas. In this connexion, ow v ,
sidered desirable to include Your Majesty s Ministers, in vi to time bv
various positions in the Ministr}' have hitherto been held,
persons appointed from outside the .Kingdom.
3. The exclusion of positions held by Tongan personnel from the scope of
the present report is not intended to imply that no necessity exists fox S
nization of that branch of the service. It is considered, however, that the need
for reform is relatively less urgent in the case of longan ofhcers, and that tn
work, which if it is to be done properly will involve much detailed investigation,




















4. The Kingdom of Tonga contains a land area of 269 square miles, divided ^
up into over 150 islands of which, however, only 36 are inhabited. Apart from '•
the small and isolated Ninas in the far north, the islands fall geographically and^
politically into the three main groups of Tongatabu in the south, Ha'abai in the'
centre, and Vava'u in the north. The capital of the Kingdom, Nukualofa, is
situated in Tongatabu.














6. The Government of Tonga is a limited Monarchy, framed on lines similar
to that of the United Kingdom. The machinery of Government is based on the
Constitution granted to the people of Tonga by King George Tubou I in the year
1875, and consists of:—
(1) the Sovereign, Privy Council, and the Cabinet;
(2) the Legislative AssembK; and
(3) the JudiciarJ^
7. The composition of the Privy Council is laid down in clause 50 of the
Constitution, and that of the Cabinet in clause 51 of the Constitution and section
11 of the Government Act, 1903. The Queen has the right to appoint any of her
Ministers to be members of the Cabinet, whereupon they automatically become
Privy Councillors, and also to appoint additional members of the Privy Council
at her discretion. At the present time the personnel of the Privj^ Council, apart
from the Queen herself, and the Cabinet are identicaland consist of the following:—
(1) the Premier (who is ex officio Minister for Foreign Affairs);
(2) the Minister of Finance and Treasurer;
(3) the Minister of Lands;
(4) the Minister of Police; and
(5) the Governors of Ha'abai and Vava'u.
The Chief Justice and Auditor-General are also members of the Privy Council
and Cabinet by virtue of their offices, but both posts are at present vacant.
(ii) DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATION.
8. The organization of the various departments of the Government is along
lines more or less similar to those found in a British Crown Colonj^ or Protectorate,
modified by the fact that the control of each department is in the hands of a
Minister of the Crown, who may or may not be at the same time its perrnanent
head. The present departmental organization, with the Minister responsible m















































9. Of the five Ministerial positions detailed above, the Chief Justiceship is at ministerial
present vacant, the Ministiy of Finance is held by a European, while the remaimng
three positions are held by Tongans. The present Cabinet is therefore composed




























10. As implied in paragraph 23, it is recommended that the post of Auditor-(jeneral should be finally abolished on the ground of econom_v. It is not con-
si ered necessary, or on general grounds desirable, that the Auditor should have
a seat on the Pnvy Council or Cabinet and it is accordingly recommended that,
+ possibility of any future misunderstanding, section 11 ofof Tonga should be amended bv the deletion of the words
• fi! ^"a/tor-General " and section 21 by the deletion of the word " General "m tne hrst line and the whole of the sentence " He shall sit in the Privy Council,
c-abmet, and Legislative Assembly as a Minister
the recommendations already made to theTonga Government regarding
Cblpf , 1 Department of Justice are accepted, the position of
time nf +%, 1 filled by the temporary appointment from time to
bourinp- Colonial Legal Service on secondment from some neigh-
to indi^Jpi 1 IS proposed that the duties of this officer should be confined
he shonlrl Vvp q ^ P not considered desirable, nor indeed feasible, that
The annointmPTiT^^ +1^ ^ Council, Cabinet, or Legislative Assembh'.
oroveiFa surrpcc •° Chief Justice to a seat in the Cabinet has not always
should a nprmo there appears to be a general feeling that even
solelv nf F, Justice be selected at a later date his duties should be
oi-,cpi-vprI FF ti^Sreement is expressed with this view, and it is
to the nPwK under the reorganization scheme the officer appointed
to the adm^n'T^^- ^ '^^ ^^tary to Government will act as Legal Adviser
functinnc: Privy Council will cease to have any judicial
followino- am F j. F appeal cases. It is recommended, therefore, that theS en TTients to the Constitution and Laws should be enacted:—
(1) Amendment of clauses 50 and 65 of the Constitution by the deletion
/o^ A a the Chief Justice andAnrendment of section 11 of Chapter 2 of the Law of Tonga by the
deletion of the words " the Chief Justice ".
to have given the most careful consideration to the general question as
annni'r,taa''j. Other persons who are not Tongan subjects should be
rerPTit 0 positions in the Privy Council or Cabinet. In actual practice during
Publir if ^^"^her of Ministers chosen from the " overseas " section of the
is a nnn ®heen steadily decreasing, until at the moment only one Minister
m ' ongan. This tendency would appear to be a natural one and in accord
H ^political development. It has been represented, however, that there
r V- ®h]ections to one or two European departmental heads having seats
even ^ 'Fn while others are excluded, and it is difficult for such individuals,1- the best intentions, not to exert an undue personal influence in the
ection of purely Tongan affairs. As it would be clearly a retrograde step to
appoint all the European heads of the major departments to seats on the Cabinet,
would suggest that in future all positions on the Privy Council and Cabinet
snouid be held by Tongan subjects. The essential function of the non-Tongan
members of the Public Service is to provide the expert professional and technical
advice and assistance necessary for the efficient conduct of the various Govern
ment departments and the general welfare of the Kingdom, and there would
appear to be no objection to heads of departments being invited from time to
tune to attend meetings of the Privy Council and Cabinet to give such advice
ultimate direction of affairs must, however, be in the hands
ot the Council and Cabinet, subject to the advice of His Britannic Majesty's
gent and Consul, and it is suggested for consideration that these bodies should
be essentially Tongan in personnel, in the same manner as the two other divisions
•01 the Legislative Assembly.
13. In furtherance of the above proposal it is suggested that consideration
separation of the office of Minister of Finance from that of Treasurer,
v^ile this step may not be immediately practicable it is recommended that the
Office of Minister of Finance .should eventually be held by the Premier himself
and that the status of the Treasurer should be .similar to that of the other European
departmental heads. This would necessitate the amendment of clause 51 of the




th.T . f ""T .to proposal made in the previous paragraph is
"-f"r for Foreign Affairs, the Premier is directlyresponsible for the control of no less than eight departments. Owing to the
Sw ?+ V perform with distinction the
tSnnTr.?'. i Fr™' lu that the time has now come whenbv the Council and Cabinet might be broadened
Srtfoliornow^! H? additional Tonpn Minister who would ta.ke over certain
of course be crpaii Te lemiei. 11m case for such an appointment would,
even apart from thni In® ^^commendation IV to be adopted, but
sidered^he that it should be made. I have con-direct access to the Premfp u + ^ departmental heads who have
that in anv case thew n but feel that they are more apparent than real and
holding one rfr than counterbalanced by the fact that a Ministerportfohos only is able to give more careful thought and
sympathetic advice to the problems of his departmental officers. It is therefore
suggested for Your Majest3''s consideration, though the matter is not strictly
within mj' terms of reference, that it might be advisable to appoint a further
Tongan Minister who could take charge of, for example, the Department of Educa
tion and possibly that of Agriculture.
15. There would appear to be an impression on the part of several officers
that the Minister responsible for a Department must necessarily receive a salary
greater than that of the permanent departmental head, who is, in nearly every
case, a European civil servant. There would, however, appear to be no necessity
whatsoever for such a practice and it would be contrary to the procedure in force
in other countries. The Ministers, unless they are at the same time the permanen
executive heads of their departments, are not expected to manage personally the
ordinary routine work of the departments, but to satisfy themselves that the
work is being performed properl}' by the permanent departmental officials and to
represent the interests of the department at the meetings of Council and Cabinet.
It should be emphasized, furthermore, that while the European departmental
heads have to be obtained from overseas on salary scales which must neces^rily
be to a large extent fixed bj' the rates of remuneration which they could obtain
in similar employment elsewhere, the same argument cannot be applied to Tongan
Ministers and other Tongan members of the service.
(iv) CIVIL ESTABLISHMENT.
16. The Civil Service establishment of the Kingdom at present recruited
from overseas is as follows;—







.. Collector of Customs and
Chief Postmaster.
Chief Harbour Master and
Boarding Officer.




































There are thus 26 posts normally lield by
of the fact that the Chief Harbour Master and hoarding OfhceiaEopmtoj-m^^
duties of Master of the Government despatch vessel and Officer i gWorks Department, the normal European avil -^stabhshment may be ^abe 24 full time officers. Of this number 18 officers are, at foment o^vm
in the Kingdom; 2 posts, that of Chief Clerk in the ^
Electrician, are vacant; the Director of Educaticm is on ea P ,. ^ leave;
tion of his secondment; the Principal of the Government i on r
the new Secretarv, whose post is in process of reoijamzation has not jet a
and the Chief Justice is, in future, to be a part time officer.
(v) REORGANIZATION OF POSTS.
(a) Premier's Department. ^





The Tonga Government have already agreed that the title of the P®^ °
Secretary, Premier's Department, should be altered to that ofSecretary
ment, and that the post should be offered, on secondment tor two ,

































ir^lve^a^chlrnpt intended that the change of title shall
sible under If ® of the office and that the new officer shall be respon-
adminSition the routine control of"^the
Secretary is to he a1enV ? demands a certain legal knowledge, since thefor which additinnal ^dviser to the Government and Chief Police Magistrate,
SrInium t ew n'r' ^non-pensionable allowance of .£100the holder shonlrT oremost an administrative post and it is essential that
official with lecral n coinpetent secretariat officer. While an administrative
sSlhat s?ch 'Choice for the position, it is not con-in the work which rnnlH absolutely essential or that there is anything
Commissioner for thp w° + satisfactorily performed by an experienced DeputvSe,vi™ 7t [s th^ Pacific or a District Commissioner in the'piji
in future be invan'pKl'^ position in the Public Service should
Serwce either ortrpS/ the Colonial Administrativebe a Barrister-at-Law U and that the officer should preferably
Service officer sent to T should be explained that any Colonial Administrative
and that the actual nosh?o''^ '^ f'^ °" £350 to £840,
of service and i? t^ t ° officer on that scale would depend on his length
purposes howter h ' ^possible to forecast in advance. For practical
and experience for'tv, "tay be considered that an officer of the requisite seniority
had about 10 vpprs ^ of Secretary to the Tonga Government would have
salary in the ifeipbhn^^r^^n " / Government and would thus be entitled to aui m tn n ighbourhood of £550 p annum.
as Chief Clerk '^n^+n''^ '^ -r Relieving Officer has for some time been acting
though not npppccp -f and that his duties are likely to be normally,
generally assktincr ^®phned to relieving Treasury and Customs officials and
should be transferrS ™"^™%^^®^sury work. It is recommended that the post
of a Chief rioT-u Jreasury Department and that on the appointment
Telegranht; pr,a t ® Officer should be temporarily seconded to the
up-to-date ^ephones Department in order to bring the wireless accounts
of the Assistant Secretary is considered to be a misnomer, in view
routine natnrp^ t+• office are almost exclusively of a clerical and
the offipt, cT, ij -L recommended that, on the retirement of the present holder,e othce should be redesignated
Clerk and Stenographer, Premier's Department;
salary scale should be the same as that of a European Grade B
sufr^PcF a Service, i.e. £120 x £12—(£180) x £10—£240. It is
renni a + ™ order to pass the Efficiency Bar at £180 the officer should beq rea to pass the shorthand and typewriting test detailed in Appendix V.
20. Ihe Storekeeper, in addition to his normal work in connexion with the
overnment stores, has to deal with the collection of passages and freight by the
overnment despatch vessel, the collection of Medical Department fees, the
macnme shop accounts, and various other minor accounting duties. He is also
ana^rv,- f about a week every month, in assisting the Collector of CustomsL-niet Postmaster. After inspecting the books, I am of the opinion that while
i^nf'^ ° ° officer to perform efficiently, most of its 01 a routine nature and could be done by a com tent Tongan clerk, provided
ne IS subject to constant supervision. It is recommended, therefore that a
Tongan clerk .should be attached to the Storekeeper's office with a view to relieving
mm eventually of his more routine duties and releasing him for other work In
tne meantime, it is recommended that the post of Storekeeper should be trans
terred from the Premier's Department to the Works Department and that the
work of assisting the Collector of Customs and Chief Postmaster should in future
be performed by the Relieving Officer. luruie
(b) Audit Department.
21. The Auditor, who is the only European in the demrfmpnf m n
appointed officer on asalary of £340 x£20—£400. In former^ears the Dena ^
was organized on an unnecessarily ambitious scale with an A, h'V R^partment
1929-30. In the GhbLTTi^d against £1,335 inIslands Protectorate whero^he^m Colony and the British Solomonthe same, 11^^!™ art expenditure is roughly
the minor work of dFWct nnH 1 Department is £385, but much ofThe system of apnointhi?n Waf .? f auditing is done by the Treasury.
low salary is. I suggest wronp in nH auditor on a permanent basis and a
consequences. It is urged thprpW '^'t? f^t " '^^ ''^ '^ onccwably lead to serious
of the Colonial Audit svstou-n nr p1-a ' ^ -^ooga should either take advantage





22. Were the Kingdom to join the High Commission territories in having
its accounts audited by the Director of Colonial Audit, it would, I consider,
necessitate the appointment of one additional European and one First Class
Tongan Clerk to the Treasury Department. Most of the minor auditing would
then be done in the Treasury, while the main accounts would be sent to Fiji,
an abstract being forwarded from there to London for checking. The Fiji audit
would be supplemented by the annual or biennial visit of an Auditor from
that Colon}' who would normally tour the districts in addition to auditing tlie
Treasury and other headquarters accounts. The
system Would be approximately as follows:—
{a) Auditor (allowance) ..
Expenses of Audit in Fiji ..
(b) Travelling Expenses (of Auditor) ..
Expenses of Audit in London
(c) Additional European Treasury Clerk
Additional First Class Treasury Clerk
Additional Treasur}' Travelling Expenses











making a total of £890, or roughly the same as at present. The mam advantages
of the'colonial Audit system are its comparative cheapness and the ^act that th
resDOnsibility for detecting errors and irregularities is placed on the shoulders
trained body of experts who are not in any way involved in Tongan affairs,
23 It is understood, however, that the Tonga Government would prefer to local audit
from the Fiji or High Commission Services. It is suggested that the period of
secondment should normally be three years and that it would be necessa^ t
offer a salary of at least £550 per annum to attract the rigEt type of officer.
Provided that the salary is increased to this figure I believe that the post wou
nrove attractive to many experienced and competent officers m the vanouLancial departments of one or other of the Colonial territories. The AudiDepartment expenditure, on this system, would amount to approximately £1,0
per annum.
(c) Treasury, Customs and Post Office.
24. The European establishment of the two financial departments, which
are both under the same departmental head, is as follows:
Treasurer.
Chief Clerk, Treasury Department.
Collector of Customs, and Postmaster, Vava u.
Chief Harbour Master and Boarding Officer.
The Treasurer also performs the duties of M^as^S^nd
and Savings Bank, and Registrar of Companies. The Chief :„Pnardina Officer is also Master of the Government despatch vessel and Ofhcei mSararof t^fworS Department. These other duties Lilly occupy his time
andfn practice he performs little work in the Customs Department.
25. The war emergencywork and t e departments would appeal to be understa^
s-r ........
(d) Survey Department.
26. It is understood that the main survey wnrk in the
completed and it is considered that on the letirernent o „prc;nnnel TheSurveyor, the department should be staffed entirely by Tong P surveyor,
second in command of the department at present is a tiam ^ g nnssible
while a second Tongan has virtually completed his training in .. Fj^gj-e is
that the survey work still being performed will be less efficientl}-
no European in charge of the department, but it is doubted whether tin®
of sufficient importance to justiry the expenditure, of £508 invoh ed in c _


















(e) Department of Justice.
t^rgEnizatioH of this department are already under
tion^s —^ Government. In accordance with these recommenda-
the Secretary to Government is to act as Chief Police Magistrate




Xcers fmm thi secondment of Colonial Legal Serviceofhcer ro e Fi]i or High Commission Services; and
Ts^?t\resSit^ '^hnt''f"""" to the Privy CouncilFill j special Appeals Judge seconded from theFiji Service and appointed by Your Majesty The Appeals Tudge
Commilsioner (orIhe 7S
ESTIMATED COST. It is tentatively estimated that the visit nf a lon-oi ^ u. • i ,
approximately six weeks each per annum should hf ^^cer for two periods ofSupreme Court work. On the assumnti^n +w ri? sufficient to dispose of all
salary of a Resident Magistrate (£600 x £30 £8401 it . will be on the





Salary for 3 months on mean ofscale
Subsistence Allowance at Fiji Rates
(Total in Fiji Currency)
which is equivalent to £250 in Tonga currenr.- xt.. ^
travelling, as the amount alreadyVoided f estimated for
suffice. After providing for the allowance to thl riv Ar
saving should therefore be about £300 on +4,p m • Police Magistrate, the
salary and £400 on thrmaxhnnm l. 5^?™™
getting a higher standard of legal officer than Kingdom will bethem solely for the time during which they arrachiaU ^ncl paying
It IS improbable, furthermore that a f.,u + engaged on judicial work.in future for asalary of Ess than £850-K'Jfnn ^
that the proposals for the reorganization of thft?' i reconimended, therefore,








Subject to the ultima^te'control'orthe^ Inspector,permanent departmental head in charge S he Pffifce ^^d ?aol°'''T
the position was filled bv local annnintmer,! ^ A-u , Gaols. In past yearsthe present holder is, hol^ aS'offiS^tonVedTot p"
work IS now recognized as being askilled profession i ^ Service. Police
training, and in view of the importance of the poM specialized
of the unsatisfactory appointments marie m 1 . Inspector and some








bn?g °t^•nto hnf Superintendent of Police,in other territories • s'f'ous of similar status and responsibility
(2) the Colonial Office he ael-eri +n -j
uniM Colonial
'xkSim oTZSerf vii undertake in fulure Hie
uient from Fiji or the ^ transfer or second-iiuin m High Commission territories.
the
£405 X£22 10s Od —£450 salary of the post, which is at present^450. While the present salary scale is admittedly insrdficient
• to that of QimilQ-r xl_ /-mi . A , -r-n-
it is not possible to raise it tn th . scale is admittedly insufficient
Islands Colony or the BWish^n '^' A Positions in the Gilbert and Ellice
of £500 X£20—£600 and yron lln'n Protectorate, which are on scales
position of Superintendent wn 1 ^25—^00 respectively. A candidate for the
of Police in Fiji and therefnre n grade of Inspector
It is considered therefore that d the^saT^ scale ending at £450 (Tongan currenciJ.it will attract i Ad ckaTlfl a good rlsss o nm A i P°" £400 x £25—£500
would be able to look foixvird to n'j-e ''duelling his maximum in Tonga,
High Commission territories or ^A '^uperintendent in one of thereiriioncs oi as Assistant Superintendent in Fiji. The fact
tliat it is proposed that the position should be a scheduled Colonial Police Service
post, whereas the Inspectorships of Police in Fiji are not, should prove an additional
attraction to a keen young Police Officer. It is recommended, therefore, that the recommenda-
post of Inspector of Polite should be a scheduled Colonial Police Service position








The reorganization of the Department, already approved and now in progress,
will result in the handing over of academic secondary education to the denomina
tional missionary colleges and the removal of the present Government College
into the country, where the curriculum will be purely agricultural and technical.
The Government, however, will continue to be responsible for the inspection of
primary and secondary schools and colleges and will also conduct a Teachers'
Training Course. The post of Director of Education is at present vacant and it is
understood that the Tonga Government are anxious to obtain an educational
officer from Great Britain for the position. It will be necessary to increase the
salaiy of the post to at least .6650 per annum if a suitable candidate is to be obtained
through the Colonial Office. It is recommended that;—•
(1) the Colonial Office be asked to have the post of Director of Education
made a scheduled post in the unified Colonial Education Service;
(2) the salary? should be fixed at .6650; and
(3) the High Commissioner should be requested to arrange for the selec
tion of a suitable candidate from the United Kingdom.
The duties of the post will consist of the dual functions of running the Teachers'
Training Institution and inspecting schools.
31. It is suggested that as a trial, and for the sake of economy, the educational "
programme might be arranged so as to enable the Director of Education to perform
both these duties with the assistance of a purely Tongan staff. If the course of
instruction at the Teachers' Training Institution is organized on a six months
.svllabus the remainder of the year could be.devoted to inspecting work. The
Tongan Inspectors would, of course, cariyv on their duties, under the supervision
of the Director, throughout the year.
32 In view of the unlikelihood of a Director of Education being obtainable
from the United Kingdom until the end of the war it is recommended that the
Principal of the Government College should act as Director for the time being,
on his present salary plus an acting allowance, and that on the appointment of
the new Director he should be transferred or, if necessary, retrenched. It is
further recommended that the Assistant Master, who is now over 50, should be
retired on pension and the post abolished. It is proposed later that the newPrincipal of the reorganized College shall be amember of the Colonial Agricultural
Service and not primarily an educational officer.
33 It has been suggested to me that the title of Director should be in future
changed to that of Supervisor of Education, in view of the fact that the e^ducational
policy of the Kingdom has now been decided upon and the new officer would
merely be required to see that this policy is earned into effect. It rnight, further
more be easier to fill the appointment at the salary suggested if the title werei , On the other hand it has be n represen ed that
chanpd to that of . up ^ present title and would consider the change to
the fongans are attached to the Present ^
be derogatory to the ^ost suitable title for the post should be
on the subject I \TOuld sugg , r xj Secretarv of State is asked to select a
decided upon by Privy Council betoic tne dcciclcux
candidate. (h) Printing Office.
T) • X- .V pnnears to be most efficiently run by the present34. Ihe Printinj, PP , overseas appointment in the department.Government Printer, is the o ^^e salary of the Printer from
S'5o',''™th r pSsZaTallowance of .GO, to aflat rate of £400 pot annum.
(i) Despatch Vessel.
r ai_ ^...nrtnonf flesnatch vessel who is the only conjoint duties35. Tfte Master "fMaatot- BoarciingEuropean " 4 § ttie Works Department, his total emoluments













































more than spasmodic attention to his other duties. It is recommended elsewhere
at a Committee should be appointed to investigate the organization of the Works
apartment with a view to the possibility of appointing a full-time European
bupermtendent. In the meantime, however, the appointment of a Tongan Clerk
A.-I? storekeeper s office should enable the Storekeeper to devote part of his timeto the supervision of the machine shop.
mo of the Master would appear to be unduly low and it is recom-enued that he be placed on the same incremental scale as the Chief Officer of
nnH TTir" T (£300 X£15 £360). The Nimanoa is owned by the Gilbert
of the aVS>/L Government and is employed on duties similar to that
(j) Medical Department.
37. The European establishment of the Medical Department is as follows
Chief Medical Officer.
Medical Officer, Vava'u.
Sister in charge, Nukualofa Ho.spital.
posts^ Colonial Office should be asked to schedule the
and that ah hunr '^ ^cer and Medical Officer in the Colonial Medical Service
the Hio-h Cnrnm' to them should be made, by arrangement withig om issioner, from the member ip of that unified body.
apDoInte^^n°+Up^TJ^^^"^®c-^^ avenue of promotion open to a Medical Officer
inducement prpa+o Service it is presumably necessary to offer a financial
to eventual tmncf would be required were the officer able to look forward
recommendntinnc. ^ i senior post elsewhere. Provided, however, that the
that the salarmc -fp , P'"6vious paragraph are agreed to, it is considered
to those naid In Officem can be placed on the same footing in relation
ments Thp i i Commission territories as in the case of the other Depart-
territnrip= ® Medical Officers in Fiji or the High Commission
aDpSment. )e30-(720) x£30-£840, and it is recommended that newthe Tonga Service should be on the following scales:—•
£750 X £50—£850Chief Medical Officer
Medical Officer £600 X £30—£720
unifipd Officer stationed in Tonga, provided he is a member of the
snmp nfu ° Medical Service, would be able to look to eventual transfer to
would territory on the long scale of his salary, while the Chief Medical Officer
' It suitable, be eligible for appointment as a Medical Officer (Grade I) inl --f .^"t e 1]i Or as the Senior Medical Officer in one of the High Commission territories
39. The only overseas appointment in the Agricultural Department is at
present that of Director of Agriculture. The officer holding this post has already
applied, with the approval of the Tonga Government, for admission to the Colonial
gricultural Service. It is recommended that the Colonial Office be asked to add
tne post to the schedule of unified service positions and that all future candidates
oe setected, through the High Commissioner, from the general body of the Colonial
- gncultuial Service. The present Director is undertaking the pioneering work
or organizing the department and developing new agricultural crops in the
•ixmgdom, but once this work has been done it is considered that the salary of the
post can be reduced to a scale of .£600 x £30—£750. which should be sufficient to
attract a keen young officer. The salary would compare favourably with that
paid to the Officer in Charge of the Agricultural Department in the British Solomon
£25-^OoTx®£30-.£7S^ ™ ^ ^20-£500 x
(k) Department of Agriculture.
culiut*?! nm' f '^-ther recommended that at the first opportunity a junior Agri-\ on a salary scale of £400 for 2yeis; x £20-
cultural Vnllf^c^p TW ^ take charge of the proposed Government Agri-
lp position should also, it is submitted, be a scheduled Colonial
sho^M + '^^ 1 rooommended that the High Commissioner
the work ^ select a suitable officer, with an aptitude for teaching, for
establishment.
(1) Telegraphs and Telephones Department.





The salaries paid to the Superintendent and Wireless Officer are abnormal^
low and it is recommended that they be increased to a maximum of £550 in the
case of the Superintendent and £360 in the case of the Wireless Officer. The
title of Electrician would appear to be a misnomer, in view of his duties, and it is
suggested that it be altered to Technician.
42. I understand that no proper books of account have been kept in the
department since 1932, which may result in a serious position unless rectified.
It is manifestly impossible for the present departmental staff to undertake the
work of bringing the books up-to-date and it is recommended that, on the appoint
ment of a Chief Clerk to the Treasurj', the Relieving Officer should be seconded
to the department for this purpose {vide Recommendation VII) and that, on the
completion of the work, the Tieasurj' Department should undertake the duty of
keeping the wireless books, the necessarj- particulars being furnished to them by
the Superintendent.
(m) Works Department.
43. At present the only European attached to the Works Department is the
Officer in Charge whose services, however, are only occasionallv available, since he
is at the same time Master of the Government despatch vessel," and Chief Harbour
Master and Boarding Officer. It is recommended elsewhere that the Storekeeper,
at present attached to the Premier's Office, should be transferred to this Depart
ment and that on his being provided with Tongan assistance he should be required
to exercise a general supervision over the work of the machine shop.
44. Although I have heard a considerable number of criticisms concerning
the Works Department, it would appear to run reasonably well considering the
lack of supervision, and it is not considered that any major improvement can be
effected in the organization of the Department unless the Government is prepared
to sanction the appointment of a full-time European Superintendent. In view
of the fact that the departmental expenditure amounts to over £10,000 a 3'ear,
without considering the programme of defence works, and that the economies
which could be made by an efficient Superintendent would probably go a long
way towards the sum required for his salary, it is recommended that a Committee recommenda
should be appointed by Privy Council to investigate the working of the Depart-





































PART II.—TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE.
45. In asmall service such as that of the Kingdom of Tonga it is vitally neces-
sary that every officer, and certainly every European officer, should be capable
pu ing ms \yeight; there can be no room for any inefficient individual who has
by the efforts of others. It is necessary, therefore, that officerspp ed to such a service should be selected even more carefully, if possible,
larger services where the unsuitability of one or two
T+ same disastrous effect on the administration as a whole.
PnKivc: generally agreed that the European branch of the Tongan
Thhi ie ^0^+0® 'In probably never been, as efficient as could be desired,
the energetic officials in Tonga, but takingStinT he h that the tax-payingV-'blic is not
there ire In m its money. For this unsatisfactory state of affairs
the headings several reasons, which may be summed up under
lo\ method of recruiting officers;
+n conditions of employment; and(•:>) the virtual absence of the incentive to efficiency offered by the
eventual promotion and transfer to more responsible
thec;p^H.^fin+^^ rriy endeavour in the remaining pages of this report to deal withs m detail and to suggest means by which they can be remedied.
(i) RECRUITMENT.
+hp rare occasions officers have been transferred to Tonga from
to thp' PnKT Colonial Service, the normal channel of recruitment
7palanri M ^as been through the Tonga Government Agents in New
nroppHnro; Limited, of Auckland. On a vacancy occurring, the
ndvprtlco • Government to notify the New Zealand Agents, who thereupon
forwarripH"+ !• candidates. Any applications received are then
made bv th° p • the final selection of the successful candidate is
Mps<;rs Q V- I do not consider that a commercial firm such as
snecial •tf'^ Limited is adequately equipped to secure officers with the very
nrn'pc-'n and qualifications necessary to make successful administrative,
of im technical officials in a tropical territory and I can see little hope
mp,-,+^ calibre of officer selected as long as this method of recruitent is adhered to.
• Tecent unification of the main branches of the Colonial Service has
Timproved the standard of selection ofofficers and, with the standardiza-
•p • ®^iyies arid general conditions of service throughout most of the Colonial
- pire. It wmild not be an exaggeration to say that the calibre of Colonial
vernment officials to-day is far higher than in the past. In thisgeneral improve
ment none have benefitted more than the smaller Colonies and Protectorates who,
unable by themselves to offer terms of emploj^ment and
scope tor proinotion sufficiently attractive to ensure the selection of the best
available. It is urged, therefore, that the Tonga Government should
thp unique fund of skilled and specialized officers offered by
i,=Li bervice and, in future, appoint its European officials through the
1, body. In recommending this change it
staPif » • U alteration is intended in the present independent
in thp K V® Kingdom of Tonga. All officers would still be appointed
na^t ^ ^^]®sty and while actually serving in Tonga would form
with tn ®Tongan Public Service. The main practical differences, as comparedit the situation at present, would be that:-—
^of officem*^"^ Tonga would obtain the services of ahigher standard
for the purposes of promotion and transfer, would be
hp plio-'Ki^ F Colonial Service as a whole andwould
, • i/®'" "-O^sideration when vacancies occurred in other terri-
o F^ Same manner as officers in those territories would beCq\ ,Fc ered lor transfer when vacancies occurred in Tonga; and
r ic° members of one of the unified branches of theo onialService would be liable, under certain conditions, to compul
sory mter-Colonial transfer.
for the for building up a satisfactory Public Service
selecting ovfr«P^ r^recommended, therefore, that the method of
Agents in New i appointments through the Government
certain excenHri.l abandoned as a general principle except in
Colonial Offire n -H-^u mentioned below, in favour of selection by the
or serving ^.'8^ Commissioner from the general body of candidates for,ol members m, the British Colonial Service.
13
48. On page 15 of this Report the posts which it is considered should normally class i and
be filled by means of overseas appointments have been divided into three classes. "











Superintendent of Telegraphs and Telephones.
Collector of Customs and Chief Postmaster.
Superintendent of Police.
These eleven posts are the key positions in the Public
European personnel is concerned, and it is essential that they should e e y
the very best officers obtainable. It is recommended that appomtmeffi -
classes should invariably and without e.xception be filled by personnel from the
Colonial Service, selected by the Colonial Office or High Commissioner.
49. The maximum of the salary scale in the case of Class I and II P
no instance under £500 per annum. In the case of certain appoin
Class III, however, the salary scales are in some instances too / gri-
attract officers from the other territories and difficulty rmght a i vacancv
enced in filling the office through the High Commissioner. In the eve ^ recommenda-
occurring in a Class III appointment, therefore, it is recomine j-fQj. the tion xxxix.
Commissioner should still be notified and requested to select a c , . officer
office, but that, should His Excellency state his inability to A"'?/. 2„Xnd.'
the appointment should be filled through the Government Agen honed thatIn the case of most of the posts in Class III it is, \°Sa^
T.ongan or local candidates with the necessary quahhca loi „nless there is candidates.
in which case it is considered that they should be given preference unless there
good reason to the contrary, over all other applicants foi the pos
(ii) THE COLONIAL UNIFIED SERVICES.
-u U 1 J +Up various Colonial Unified Services, jbvantaoes of50. Mention has been already made of the vanous o schedulinq
For each of these Services a Schedule is published fr , i i j office becomes posts.
normally filled by members of that Service. Once a ^^heduRd ofec^^^
vacant, therefore, it is filled by the Secretary of State nrl\fantages of the
officers in, or candidates for, that particular Service. ' much better class
higher posts in any territory being scheduled is obvious, si recom- recomhenda-
of officer is available to fill them than would otherwise , i Jq include the tion xl.
mended that the Secretary of State for the Colonies be leque^edt^^^^^^^^^^
following posts in the Public Service of the Kingdom of g the Tonga
offices in the appropriate Unified Colonial Service and , future be filled
Government should undertake that none of these posts will in future
except through the High Commissioner for the Western r
Posts which it is recommended should be scheduled
Colonial Unified Services.
Post.
(1) Chief Justice ..
(2) Secretarj" to Government
(3) Chief Medical Officer
(4) Medical Officer
(5) Director of Agriculture
(6) Senior Agricultural Officer and
Principal of Agricultural Col
lege
(7) Director of Education
(8) Superintendent of Police









biii GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SERVICE.1- +1 ,, fntiire selection of officeis service51. Should my recommendations ^egjirding the i^ assimilate the conditions
for the Tongan Public Service be approved, it wi • Colonial Servicegeneral conditions of service in Tonga to those obtain ngin the ColomIsawhole. Quite apart from the change in and
that the conditions of service for European various changesimproved in the interests of general efficiency. Ihe cos tain instances a
recommended will be found to be astonishingly ow, ,-onditions will justify





















itself by increasing the efficienc}- of the staff. It should be emphasized tliat when
. 3- vacancy in the Civil Service, not with Tongans but from outside the Kingdom, the Government comes into direct and open competition,
not only with other Governments but with a number of non-government profes-
sionai occupations, and that if the saiaiy and other conditions of service are
markedly inferior to those offered elsewhere any candidates offering will usuaiiv
einetncient and second-rate, and thus expensive in the long run. In the following
le changes necessary to integrate the conditions of service with those in
otner terntories, and thus permit the free secondment and transfer of Colonial
Service officers, will be dealt with under the headings of Salaries, Leave and Leave
Passages, Pensions, and Quarters.
(iv) SALARIES.
I'n "^3,v be said that the salaries paid to European officers
Serv^cpl compared with similar posts in the Colonialparticular with those in the Fiji and Western Pacific Services.
nermit the ^nancial resources of the Kingdom would not
Pacific tprriFn • " a | ^ame scales as those granted in the other
better thnn p1= fortunately the conditions of life in Tonga are so much
oast and will Pacific that many officials have preferred in the
salar'v raffipr +n continue to prefer in the future, to serve here on a lower
Coloffipc; pnri P f'"9-nsfer to less favoured territories. Unlike the British
tronical cUmai ^ sctorates m the Pacific, Tonga possesses a delightful semi-
tei^ieratnr^of 7U w™ respects to that of Bermuda. With a mean
incbpa arH a f lowhumidity, an average annual rainfall of 63
live indpfinitpuf^ is essentially a country where a European can
climatp<? mainF retire in; women and children from temperate
continnnncUr excellent health and many European families have lived here
more vprv Tnn^u^i^ generations. The cost of living in Tonga is, further-
thesp'arlva^+an-lower than in the High Commission territories. In view of
Servicp IS considered that suitable officers will still be attracted to the
a scalp'p« I'n ^ fhe fact that salaries on the whole are not on as lavish
that tbprp • fropical and unhealthy territories. In particular, it is felt
to the allnwa^° lustification here for the payment of a local duty allowance similar
and mnrp a • per annum paid to officers serving under the less attractive
and tha p obtaining in the Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colon}?t e British Solomon Islands Protectorate.
for pacii of +n f n f- tfic salary scales recommended (in Tonga currency)
tablpc: wU' V overseas posts in the Kingdom are detailed in the following








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































n general my endeavour has been to adjust the salaries of the heads of
they are in no case less than that of the second in command
rvncc'Ki ogous department in the High Commission territories and, wherever
witVi' nn that salary. The various other offices have been dealt
r,rnmn+^nn Finciple. A Secondary aim has been to create a ladder ofp„^.p ; the High Commission territories, so that an officer
pffiripnf fnorTriKK^ Services On the bottom rung will be able, if he is keen and
Tn thp Trc ^ j gradual process of promotion and transfer to thevery top.Hivi Departments, for example, there are 25 posts in the
salSv scXs so Tonga), and Ihave tried to fit in the Tongan
and Tlfw Tdfn? r o^^er joining as aClerk and Customs Officer in the Gilbert
able tn rise stp* Relieving Officer in Tonga on £280 may be
Colonv nr thp c^P' ^^e'ltual Treasurership in the Gilbert and ElliceSiS the^net /f m Protectorate on amaximum salary of £900.imilar or ical ladders can be made out for most of the other dep tments.
(v) LEAVE.
leave^fn r^nect ^onga officers are eligible for six weeks' vacation
service. Accumulated service or3 months in respect of two years' resident
officer after four ve-, leave up to six months may be granted to anfrom his last leave" service from the date of his appointment or his return
Colonel Emn?rpPn^in°P^ being rapidly standardized throughout the British
sat in 1939 under tn ormity with the recommendations of a Committee whichSvided theVnWe^ the Earl of Plymouth. The Committee
and partlv climatir^" T '' P^P®' the basis of division being partly geographical














^^w'^ F^rfenTor oSs—regarding leave are:—
recn^J'Pt^ three years with five days' leave for each month of
. ^ service, excluding the voyage period;W For junior officers—
y®^rs with four days' leave for each month of
service, excluding the voyage period.
of the optional touf _„_-? .™ttee s recommendations, Fiji has taken the longer
the criterion of a " sPninr - instance and " 15 years' public service " as
conditions obtaining in T °thcer. In view of the healthier and less tropical
conditions on a morp origa there can be no justification for granting leave
that the reoreanizpH scale than in Fiji and it is considered therefore
mission territories leave rules (those adopted in respect of the High Corn-
proposed Tonga rules ^^eessarily more liberal) should form the basis for the
I to this Report bnV , New Leave Regulations in detail form Appendix
brief:— ' ®I'ecommendations made may be summarized here in
^^ Leave Regulations officers who have
Publie Ibe Public Service of the Kingdom, or other
other nfFirorl''^ 'i,^ classed as " senior " officers, and that all
proviso that- f if classed as " junior " officers; subject to the
in SDPcial rir-„ officer who has attained the age of 35 years may,
purposes Irre '^^ ®^^"oes, be regarded as a " senior " officer for leave
That f " ^P^i'bve of his length of service.
shonld^he officers the length of tour without vacation leave^sn ui b three years, and for "junior " officers four years.
threeffn^^^f^^ should be allowed to exceed the respective periods of
with a rerffi ^ service except on publicgrounds, and then only(41 Th '^ ^ybficate of fitness signed by a Government Medical Officer.
respect ""of ^^tio should be five days in
of " iiinlnr month of resident service, and in the case01 ju io officers four days.
should be exclusive of the actual period of the
such vrn,e„. 1 bonga, not exceeding a maximum period for





58. As regards sick leave, in cases where the illness is not occasioned by the sick leave
officer's neglect or misconduct, it is recommended that the rules already adopted RECom^mjnda-
in the cases of Fiji and the High Commission territories should be approved here,
(1) That an officer who is invalided out of the Kingdom.his own neglect or misconduct, should be granted the ^^cadon leave
which he has earned, to be followed, if necessary, y P , ,
exceeding six months on full paj', which may be ex
further period of up to six months on half pay. ^ nr mis-(2) That local sick leave, not occasioned by an officer s
conduct, should be limited to 28 dar^s on full pay , Kredicai
provided that on the recommendation of a Governm
Officer, that period may be e.xtended to 42 days. ^
Recommendation (2) above would supersede the present Civil time,
37, which permits the grant of sick leave not exceeding 10 days at any one
or 28 days in a j'car. mJitpd study and
59. It is considered that the grant of study and duty leave M duty leave.
by the rules at present in force, is important, as the extra know g recom- recommenda-
thus gained by an officer is of direct benefit to the Govern • (-^jj^jgsion '^ '"n xliv.
mendid, therefore, that as in the case of Fiji and the High Com
territories:— , , „ „r,apri-akes with the
"An officer who is required to undertake or wh ^^dy while on
approval of the Privy Council any duty or cour ^
vacation leave may be granted such extension or course and
salary as is necessary to enable him to cornplete period occupied
to enjoy an aggregate period of leave p^ry where the leaveby the voyages between the Kingdom and the period of vacation leave
is spent) clear of dut}' or study equal to half th p
granted to him." ^ -p year is
60. Local leave not exceeding one day at a time or ^ pf limited
at present permitted by Civil Service Regulation • more than a day at
European personnel, most of whom could not be spare considered that the
o xTri 4-1-1 r\ii f + rpnvcQ m 7.3fi Oil of dutiSS, lb 1^ _ , -frvT* Tonffcl.for onga, p^qo^menda-
tion xlv.
^ ^ X\_/ cxXX V—' Xo Vw/ XXXXv.* X^ XIX%j x. "X 1*** ^ *4" *o I~L F ^ JTS XO Ci ^ VwX x.x* ••
a time without elaborate reorganization of tip, it i g^^jopted
generous local leave allowance permitted in kiji skou unaltered,
and it is recommended that Regulation 36 should be jgave conditions
61. Various other recommendations for the g^ge of Fiji and the
for European officers, based on the rules now adopted i" Regulations forming
Fligh Commission territories, are contained in the drat ppj.
Appendix I. It is recommended that they be approv
recommenda
tion XLVI.
(vi) LEAVE PASSAGES. c.v.nts, as laidVij uu vr. Public Servants
62. The present Leave Passage Grants pj-e as follows:—
down in Amended Civil Service Regulations 188 to • ' adult return pas-(1) Passage grants, not exceeding a maximi leave to Australia
sages? nTay be granted to officers proceeding on however
or New Zealand after three years g ^hich is at present
limited to a maximum sum per f-i e cheapest route. ^
lower than the minimum return fare oy , g Europe e(2) Anj' officer may be permitted to -gj^ g^gg he is entitled
passage
CRANTS.
y irt ci lu , „ in
discretion of the Privy Council, and family,




Grants summarized abo^^^ Sec^tary of State63. The Leave Passage ra ts s arize secretar f st t
and unsatisfactory and it would appear improba ^ (-.fCgers and in particular
would permit the appointment of Colonial . „iess'and until they have
members of the Unified Services, to the Tongan e Plymouth Report, as
been brought more into line with the iggmn territories. The recommenoa-
already adopted in the case of Fiji and the Hig 1 t_ in brief, it is reuo xlvii.
passage grants recommended are detailed in pp
mended that:— officers should be divided
(1) For the purposes of leave passage gran
into two classes:— . , Tr^mpd Services.
Class 1. Officers of the Colonial Unihed o
Class 11. Other European officers « approved(2) Officers shall be eligible for free passag •
country"; that is:— . p, ..j. the United Kingdom,
• in the case of all officers in Class 1. tu
Australia, or New Zealand, pi„cc u who are in receipt
in the case of " senior " „ annum: Australia or
of a salary of not less than . P• alternate vacation
New Zealand, or, m respect ot every
leave, the United Kingdom included above whose
in the case of officers lU ClaSS I '/oolanr)- and
(a)
ib)
(c) i t f ffi r in bt ss ^ Zeal d;





64. It is not considered that the cost of the above scheme will be much greater
than that of the present grants, in view of the fact that only seven officers at the
most will be entitled to passage grants under Recommendation (2) (a) and only
one (the Treasurer) under (2) (6). Savings will furthermore be effected owing to:—
(1) the length of tour for junior officers being increased to four years; and
(2) the abolition of the passage grant to Australia for Class II officers
domiciled in New Zealand.
65. In view of the fact that it is clearly in the interests of the Public Service
that any officer appointed to the Kingdom should be able to be accompanied by
his family, it is recommended that the rule in force in Fiji and the High Commis
sion territories should be adopted; i.e. that:—
Free passages by a route approved as a normal route should be pro
vided by the Government, as in the case of the officer:—
(a) for his wife; and{b) for his dependent children under the age of 17 years, up to the equi
valent of one adult passage by a normal route and by the grade of
accommodation approved for the officer ;
once in each direction in respect of each tour, provided that they reside
with the officer in the Kingdom for not less than 12 months during the tour.
It should be emphasized that the fact that an officer stationed in the Kingdom
can always be accompanied by his wife and children is one of the main attractions
of the service from a European officer's point of view.
66. In Clause 13 of the draft Leave Passage Regulations it is suggested that
the normal routes between the Kingdom and the various approved countries
should be as follows:—
(a) The United Kingdom: via New Zealand and the Panama Canal ;{b) Australia: by direct boat or via New Zealand ;
(c) New Zealand: by direct boat ;
and that the grades of accommodation approved for officeis should be:
(a) For officers in receipt of salary not less than .-eSOO a year: minimum
(b) for^other^Vfficers: minimum second class

























(vii) RETIREMENT AND PENSION.
cn ~ fbat all nositions on the permanent establishment held67. It IS recommended that all posi^^ legislation in forceby Eji^ropeans shouldjejen^^^^^^^^^ throughout
.^hemngdonf-^^^ Colonial
almost the whole of the Colo P Your MajestjqPensions Ordinance, ^copy of which is^ g^ Yhe main differ-
n place of the present Pensio . 0 jj., fgrce and that recommended is
ences between the pensions legislation now
as follows:— , t
(1) the Government may, under the suggested Ordinance require an
" oLtTo"Te aEny time after he .s S.'i or. tn spec.al cases 50:(2) the normal retiring age is fixed at 55 or in special cases with the
approval of Privy Council, 50 years an officer may, however,
with the approval of the Government, stay on in the service in
definitely after he has reached 55,(3) the annual rate of pension is fixed at 1/600th of an officer's pension
able emoluments for each complete month o service, instead of at
15/60th of his salary plus l/60th for each year served after 10;
(4) the estimated value of free quarters is fixed at 15 pei cent of the
initial salary of the officer's appointment, or the actual salary if
non-incremental, instead of at one-sixth of the actual salary of the
office;
(5) the power to grant a pension at a higher rate in cases of special
merit has not been reproduced; and
(6) in lieu of a full pension officers are granted the option, under certain
conditions, of taking a pension at three-fourths of the full rate
together with a gratuity equal to ten times the amount of the
reduction so made in the pension.
68. After carefully comparing the present .Pensions Act with the model
Ordinance, I am of the opinion that owing to the changes in the annual pension
rate, the method of estimating the value of fiee quarteis, the definition of pen
sionable emoluments, and for various minor reasons, the adoption of the new
Ordinance might eventually result in an annual saving to the Government rather
than in any increased expenditure. The following table represents a comparison
19
of the present Act with the suggested Ordinance_ and shows the comparative comparison of
pension which would be payable to an officer retiring on a salary of £500 a er























It will be seen that the model Ordinance residts in a P _
payable to an officer during the earlier years of his service. ^dvan-
service, however, the rates coincide, after which the nw sc c™ maximum
tageous to the officer. Under the present Act an officer re service
limit of two-thirds of his final pensionable emoluments a
and under the recommended Ordinance after 33 years an
(viii) WIDOWS' AND ORPHANS' PENSIONS.
69. There is at present no arrangement in force in FundEuropean officers may contribute to any Widov^ and ip ^
and an officer dying suddenly while in the Public Servic . S Service,
family completely destitute. It is considered that, in t e i gj.g serving in
steps should be taken immediately to remedy this positio^ Widows'
the High Commission Territories are permitted to contribute to the bip ^
and Orphans' Fund and it is recommended that the Government
be asked to extend the privilege to all male Euiopean The only expense
sionable posts in the Public Service of the Kingdom o g _ ,, annual
which would be caused to the Government by this Pjop . officers towards
contribution of 2-| per cent of the total contributions of ^^gnt estimated to
the cost of administration of the Fund. This nomin P Y ' manifest
amount to less than £15 per annum, is out of all piop result from the
advantages to the European personnel of the Service which would resu
Tonga Government coming into the scheme.
70. The contributions of individual officers are at the pension
per cent, and an optional rate of six per cent, ° g^gg of husband and
payable being calculated actuarially according to the r . . ^ gj^^j other related
wife. Draft regulations to govern the paj'irient of contii should
matters are submitted in Appendix III, and it is ^"ccc"'' fiovernment servants
be enacted by Privy Council if and when the right of ° ° • igj.g regarding the
to contribute to the Fiji Fund has been secured. Fu P .
. scheme are contained in Ordinance No. 3 of 1914 of t e Y
(ix) QUARTERS AND ''"KNUURE.
71. It is observed that all overseas officers are entitled to
the exception of:—
(1) Relieving Officer ;
(2) Assistant Secretary ;
(3) Storekeeper. , -g j-ecom-











all European officers sliould be '^^ pgnsiona^^ allowance
at the option of the Privy Council, a non-pensiona
in lieu; and that x uoino- naid it should not
where an allowance in lieu of fpe'^ officer is renting a
exceed the actual rent in a case where the ^ of board
house, or the cost of board and locgmg g boarding-[ging iiuii'-io p"
alone, in a case where the °®cer is accommocDt« ^
house, nor should it exceed in any cas living with him in
officer or £50 for a married officer whose wife is living
the Kingdom.
72. Of the 24 officers at present on the civU ^tabhshment, the oo\ „
seven are entitled to " partly furnished " quarters.
Secretary to Government;
Chief Inspector of Police;
Chief Medical Officer;
Medical Officer;


































In the case of the Secretary to Government and the Chief Inspector the privilege
as on y recently been granted on the positions being filled by officers seconded
from the Colonial Service.
case of the provision of quarters, no satisfactory reason can be
distinction in treatment between officers, while the fact that
I'n FhT ^ receive favoured treatment is an inevitable cause of discontent
f Officers transferred or seconded from the Colonial
TTiendeH quarters to be partly furnished, and it is recom-GoveruT^eifnT; European officers in the Tongan Public Service living in?hat Tfundfoer^ thei^ "partly furnished " andhouse I uSp?RFi^H necessary issues of furniture should be made to each
time to allow nffirprc ^ practice of the Government at the presentfurniture at Governn?effi''SpenL '^^ Td
paying for the cost of pSviding'^ h^^xta^tn^I;il'""''
to nartlv^ official list of furniture as supplied to officers entitled
missfon ffirntnrS! .with those approved in the case of the High Com-
onlv are neerlpti f ? • ^ generous scale and certain minor amendments
services TV.a ° entirely suitable for officers transferred from other. he suggested amendments are as llows:—
Additions to List.
Bedroom—1 bed and pillows.
wardrobe (unless built in)
Kitchen—stove,







shelving and showers should still be provided, but that they
a be deleted from the list of furniture as being in the nature of fixtures,
in A furniture list, containing the changes suggested above, is given111 Appendix IV and it is recommended that the list be approved by the Privy
Council and published in the Gazette.
(x) MEDICAL ATTENDANCE.
74. Section 3 of the Medical Service Regulations, 1935, states—with reference
to the scale of fees to be charged by Government Medical Officeis that.
Subject to such conditions as the Premier may impose no such fees
and charges shall be payable by Government Officers for services rendered
to themselves or to their wives and children save and except that in the
case of wives the prescribed fees for midwifery and major operations only
shall be payable and in the case of children the prescribed fees for major
operations only shall be payable by the Officers concerned."
This procedure is regarded as perfectly satisfactory and no change is recommended.
(xi) SERVICE EXAMINATIONS.
75. A matter which causes some surprise to officers who have served in other
territories is the absence of any regulations requiring officers to be able to speak
the language of the country and the fact that, in actual practice, few officers can
speak more than a word or two in Tongan. It would seem hardly necessary to
emphasize the importance of officers learning the language of the people amone
whom they have to work and, indeed, ameasure of proficieLy in the locaUanSla^f
and Governments in the case ortheir affinSSfe, m many instances, their departmental staff In the caRp n rr. p
officers should be expected ti puss at leM In orS'te"
76. It is recommended, therefore, that'—
if so deSed ffi to an officer on temporary secondment nor,
officer translrrpn / Particular case by the Privy Council, to an
n\ Fhp OF rtansferred from another territory;
under^stand examination should be the ability tothat tip pv ^ ?• mTongan with facility. It is suggested
^ Translation^"lnd that™^^^^ parts—Conversation and
^^ in Ihe nh<;plll examination within the stipulated time should
debar the nFr I explanation satisfactory to the Privy Council,
his furthpr • fiom confirmation in his appointment or lead to
in passing Iteing stopped untU such time as he succeeds
21
77. The only other Service Examination recommended is the shorthand and
tj'pcwriting test for the Clerk and Stenographer, Premier's Department, suggested
in paragraph 19. Detailed particulars of this examination and the l^guage
test recommended above ai'e contained in the draft Service Examinations l<eguia-










(xii) TRANSFER AND SECONDMENT OF OFFICERS IN THE
TONGA SERVICE.
78. Bound up with the recommendation that officers of the Tongan Service
should be recruited from the main bod}' of the Colonial Service is the a mos
equally important question of the transfer and secondment of officers in le
Tongan Service to other territories. The stultifying effects on Europeans ot
service in a small and isolated country such as Tonga cannot be ove^estima e ^
To persons who have not experienced such conditions I doubt if they c^
really explained: the mind vegetates, the trivial everyday problems o ® 9
routine appear of almost insuperable difficulty and, as a consequence, every i g
is postponed until the last moment; the importance to the world ofone s decisi n ,
and local affairs in general, becomes progressively magnified as the sense o ,
degenerates; while private life is made unhappy by the
feuds of the various social cliques caused, once again, by the too lirni e „
of the country. Fortunately these effects of an isolated environment are ar
apparent in the High Commission territories than in Tonga, where tlie c ^ '
of life are so very much better in every respect. Nevertheless, even in S >
an energetic j'Oung official soon loses his keenness and I feel strongly tna
an officer serving in the Kingdom for more than 10 years is neither to e
of the officer himself nor the Government. Promotion, furthermore, i c n
local opportunities, is slow and uncertain and after long years of war ing
maximum of his incremental scale an officer has probably lost hear rnmps
to such an extent that he is scarcely suitable for promotion when it na j
his way.
79. It is realized, however, that while there are several officers in the ,
Service who are entirely suitable for transfer and secondment to the recom-
Service there are others who have not the necessary attainments. ^ jijs
mended, therefore, that by arrangement with the British Govern ',,cual
Britannic Majesty's Agent and Consul should be requested to submi
Personal Record Form P/2 and Annual Confidential Report (, 7"" TTje
P/2b) to the High Commissioner in respect of every officer consi er
Excellency to have the character, qualifications, and ability necessary ,
to the British Colonial Service, provided that such report need no e
in respect of any officer at present serving in the Kingdom who shi .jgned
that he does not wish to be considered for such transfer. It should
that even should a transfer be offered to an officer there is no liabiii y






(xiii) APPLICATION OF NEW CONDITIONS TO EXISTING STAFF.
80. It Bsuggesffid that, if the foregoing recommendatffiris ffirjhe r^r^^^
PRESENT STAFF.
>->w. J.L IS a sieu Liiar, II in l nnd com
tion of the Tongan Public Service are accepted, the new salaries, ter
tions should be applied in their entirety in respect of all new ^PP ,
the service. With regard to existing European personnel it is recomme
(1) The Leave and Leave Passage Regulations. Officeis .j^g^pgw
the option of staying under the old regulations or " ^gnt of the
such option to be exercised within three months of the en
new Regulations. , -mnnr ontion
(2) The Pensions legislation.—Officers should be given ^ gg
exercisable within 12 months of the enactment of the new(3) Widows' and Or-phans' Pensions.—Officers ®®
contributors within 12 months of the 1st January,(4) Language Examination.—This should be requiie
with the exceptions detailed in the Regulations.
81. It is recommended that the following procedure should be adopted w
regard to the twelve increases in salary suggested in the Report.
(1) To be granted forthwith in the case of:—•
Government Printer.
Chief Harbour Master, etc.
Storekeeper.
















(3) To be granted on the post being scheduled in the Colonial Police
Service:—
Superintendent of Police.
(4) To be granted to present holders only in the event of their being
considered by His Excellency the High Commissioner to be of a
standard sufhcienth' high to make them eligible for transfer:—
Treasurer.
Auditor.
Superintendent of Telegraphs and Telephones.
Collector of Customs and Chief Postmaster.
Wireless Ofhcer.
(xiv) FINANCIAL EFFECT OF PROPOSALS,
82. It will be appreciated that owing to the nature of some of the proposals
contained in the foregoing Report, the financial effect cannot in every case be
stated with precision. The following estimates are the best that can be prepared
on the information available:—
FINANCIAL EFFECT OF REORGANIZATION
PROPOSALS.
(a) Salary Scales.
Name of Post. On minimum of new scale. On maximum of new scale.
Increase. Decrease. Increase. Decrease.
Class I— £ £ £ £
Chief Justice .. 300
'iso
400
.Secretary to Government .. '266
Treasurer 100




Director of Education 1.30
Class II—
Medical Officer 100 20 ....
Auditor 'iso 150





Collector of Customs and Chief Postmaster 50 ....





Principal of Government College . . '466
Senior Surveyor 458* 458*
Chief Clerk, Treasury Department ' '26 ' 'so
Wireless Officer 20 40
Chief Harbour Master and Boarding Officer,
etc. .. .... .... 60
Assistant Master, Education Department. . 260 '326
Storekeeper . . .... ' '26
Clerk and Stenographer, Premier's Depart
ment 105 15
Net Decrease in Expenditure
£680 £1,818 £1,015 £1,768
£1,138 £753
After allowing for payment of extra £50 per annum to present Supernumary Surveyor.
(b) Additional Posts.





Minister of Education (and Agriculture .') 400 400
Senior Agricultural Officer and Principal
of Agricultural College .. 400 600
Total Increase £800 £1,000
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(c) Leave Passage Grants.
(i) To Australia and Neiv Zealand.—It is not considered that the
Regulations will result in any marked change in the ppenditure on leave
passage grants to Australia and New Zealand, ^^e cos o
passage now permitted in respect of an officer s children wou • "
be counterbalanced by the increase in the length
officers from three to four years, and the abolition of the P"Vilege o p
ceeding to Australia for Class II officers domiciled in New ' ,(ii) To the United Kingdom.—0^ the assumption that all Class I
Class II posts in the Kingdom will eventually be held by o c ^„vimum
or seconded from the Colonial Service, it maj' be estirnate ilave to
of two officers (averaging 2 adult fares per officer) will proce from New
the United Kingdom per annum. At £150 for e^h ^®^arn fioo
Zealand to London, via Panama, the cost is '^ eOO. Subtract ng the £100
per married officer, already permitted, the net^ ofClass II
is estimated to be approximately £400. Since no jiinior ^ oosition
are entitled to leave in the United Kingdom, they do not effect the position
whether they are members of the Colonial Service or no .
It should be noted however, that as leave to the United has been sto^
except in exceptional circumstances, for the duration of the war, pvnenditure
the new Leave and Passage Regulations will result m no incr
until after the war is over.
(d) The New Pensions Legislation.
While the financial effect of the introduction of the new ais difficult to forecast, it is believed that it will result, over a ?i,e pension
slightly decreased expenditure under that head, due to the ac riaht to a
payable to officers is actually less for the first 25 years of servi . officer
Gratuitj' and Reduced Pension results in a heavy initial p y . navable in
on his fost retirement, but this is balanced by the reduced pension payable m
subsequent years.
(e) Widows' and Orphans' Pension.
_As stated in paragraph 64, it estimated that the total p^^
Fiji Widows' and Orphans' Pension Fund, as far as th g
concerned, would not exceed .£15 per annum.
(xv) MISCELLANEOUS. m«idered miscellaneous
83. Certain minor matters not dealt with elsewhere in the report are c i
brieflj.-below:— naid recommenda-{a) AUo«,anc,s.~-lt is recommended thai the Personal Allowance^P^^^
to the Government Printer should be meiged in '^ mpnded in the
recommended to this officer is granted. No change
car and other allowances at present being is recommended 5"°"xiii.°*"(6) Travelling and Subsistence Allowance. ^ Ailnwances which have
in the existing scales of Travelling and Snbsistence ^ Kingdom,
been evolved in response to the special conditions o g Colonial
(c) Application of Colonial Regulations. , A vo and in particularRegulations should a^ly to officers of the Colonial Service and npar
to members of the Unified Colonial Services, appointed to posts u
Tonga Government, is deferred for decision "i' the e ^ . pecommenda-(d) Arin,«g.«i.«A.-Itisreconnnended that theru^^^^ ^xiv.
the passages, etc., ofofficers transferred ^ Regulations 95
and the Colonial Service should be governed by C
+„ inn i 1 la recommenda-
WCM LkL-lt is recommended that the trail ™"
either publish an Annual Civil List, giving t e rec Excellency the
officers employed on a salary basis, or else appr -ronga' GovernmentHigh Commissioner with a view to particulars of W
officials being incorporated in the Fiji an • e^ records of service of
mission Civil List. The convenience of having the lecoids
officers in an accessible form will be leadily appaien
(xvi) TRAINING OF TONGANS FOR GOVERNMENT training of
84. With the limited resources of the Government it ts obwous^^^ „
Kingdom cannot afford to pay European qX of Tonga have had
performed by Tongans, and in view of the fact that the p p .....fortunate that necessity.
the advantages of European education for several decades ^t s unton^
so many posts in the Kingdom have still to be hilnd y P been
The administrative and technical ability shown by mental
educated abroad demonstrates that, given the necessary This being
powers of theTongan are in no way inferior to those of the . u P ' ' , fbe
so one cannot but be surprised that any positions in the jjgiq











80. It IS clear that few Tongans are sufficiently well off to be able to make
for the education of their children outside the Kingdom, and the respon
sibility for the training of the leaders of the next generation must, therefore, to a
large exterd rest with the Government. I am confident that the proposals con-
tamed m this report will, if approved, result in the regeneration of the European
branch of the Tongan Civil Service, but more harm than good would be done by
ese reforms if they resulted, at the same time, in the creation of a privileged
class of European office-holders and the postponement of the day when the work
at present being performed by Europeans can be taken over bj^ the Tongans
themselves. I would emphasize, therefore, that the suggestions set out in the
foregoing pages are intended merely to bridge over a transition period, and
' recommended that with their adoption the Tonga Government shouldat the same time commence a long-term policy of having suitable candidates
trained, if necessary abroad, with the deliberate aim of taking over as many
as possible of the positions at present held by overseas personnel.
Tongan Medical Practitioners and Survejmrs are alreadj'' being trained
in rip, while attenticm is invited to such institutions as the Wireless School and
the Nurses Schc^l m Suva, to the Dental School in Apia, and to the possibility of
having suitable Tongans trained in technical work ofall kinds at the Suva Technical
School. It is recognized, however, that the standard of education provided by
these institutions is in many instances not advanced enough to enable graduating
students to take over, without further study, the class of work at present being
performed by Europeans and it is urged that in such cases the Government should
not hesitate to send the best Tongan students to schools, and where necessary
Universities, m Australia or New Zealand, and in special cases perhaps the United
Kingdom m order to obtain the necessary technical competency In the past
occasional members of the Tongan nobility have from time to time been educated
abroad to the great benefit of the Kingdom, and it is hoped that both PrfoceTuboutoa and Prince Jione Gu, now at Sydney University and Newfog?onCollege respectively will be successful in obtaining degrees that will qullifj
t^hem eventually to take over at least two of the Government Departmentrnow
bemg run by Europeans All that is recommended here is the bold extenLon
this principle with the deliberate end inview of the Tongan taking over the staffing
of the Public Service. Such a programme of replacement must necessarily tpp!
a long time to work out in its entirety, but it is considered that immediate steps
should be taken to select and tram candidates for at least eiaht oni- of ^
Class III posts at present held by Europeans.
I have the honour to be.
Your Majesty's obedient servant,
H. E. MAUDE,
Administrative Officer and Chief Lands Commissioner






LEAVE AND LEAVE PASSAGE REGULATIONS—EUROPEAN
OFFICERS.
1. These Regulations ma\' becitedas the Leave and Leave Passage (European
Officers) Regulations, 1942.
2. The following classification of officers shall apply for the purposes of these
Regulations:—
Class I. All officers of the Unified Colonial Services.
Class II. Other European Officers.
3. In these Regulations the term— , .
" approved country" means the country to which the officer is eligible
for free passages on leave; that is:— ,(i) in the case of all officers in Class I: the United Kingdom,
Australia or New Zealand; , .
(ii) in the case of senior officers in Class II who are in rec^ip
of a salary of not less than £600 a J'ear: Australia or ew
Zealand, or, in respect of every alternate vacation leave,
the United Kingdom; . , , , i(iii) in the case of officers of Class II not included ^-bo^e wi
homes are in Australia: Australia or New Zealand, an(iv) in the case of all other officers of Class II: New Zea an
" free passage " means a passage between the Kingdom of Tonga and
the approved country of the officer provided by and at tlie expe
of the Government; .
" minimum tour " means a tour of 36 months in the case of senior
and 48 months in the case of junior officers; r wVm
" senior officer " and " junior officer " mean respectively an o ce
has completed and an officer who has not completed h ^ ,
public service in the Kingdom or elsewhere: provide
Privy Council may direct that any officer who has attaine A
of thirty-five years shall be regarded as a senior officer irr p
of the length of his service; . . ir-ncrrinm
" tour " means a period during which an officer resides in the i g •
counting from the date of first appointment or return r
leave until the day preceding the date of departuie on e
includes any period of local sick leave. In the case o
appointed from overseas his tour of service shall coun
date of disembarkation in the Kingdom; , * at the
" vacation leave " means leave with full salary following a ou ' , ,
rate of five days in respect of each completed mon i o
service in the case of senior officers and four days in resp ^
completed month of resident service in the case of junior o
4. Unless otherwise stated in these Regulations, leave is gianted at
discretion of the Privy Council.
5. Except as provided in Regulation eiglit, an officer wiU not
vacation leave unless he has completed a minimum tour and will no officers
be called upon to serve a tour exceeding 36 months in the case of semo „
and 48 months in the case of junior officers; provided that the Pri ^ , j.
may as an exceptional measure direct that an officer should serve a
necessary in the public interest, but subject to the officer being medically e.
and declared fit.
6. The service of officers transferred between the Kingdom of ^ .g
Colony of Fiji and the Western Pacific High Commission is counted con ^
for purposes of leave and passage grants, the territory to which t ,
transferred accepting obligations on account of service in the toimer re .
7.—(1) Subject to the provisions of the Regulations following, perio
vacation leave shall not exceed a maximum of six months at any one tun •(2) An officer who is granted a passage to the United Kingdom wu 1
to spend at least half of his leave in Europe.
8. An officer may be granted vacation leave before completing a minimi
tour:—
(a) on medical grounds;(bj on the ground of urgent private affairs;
(c) on the ground of public interest; .-o^npst(d) prior to retirement, subject, if the officer is retiring at his own q
to the approval of the Priv}' Council.
9.—(1) Extensions of leave with full salary may be granted on the
of ill-health for anj' period not exceeding six months, and, when theie is r
to believe that the officer will ultimately be fit for further service, foi a tui










































(2) An officer who is required to undertake or who undertakes with the
approval of the Privy Council any duty or course of study while on vacation leave
rnay be granted such extension of leave on full salary as is necessary to enable
him to complete the^ duty or course and to enjoy an aggregate period of leave(exclusive of the period occupied by the voyages between the Kingdom and the
country where the leave is spent) clear of duty or study equal to half the period
of vacation leave granted to him.(3) An officer who applies for an extension of leave to fit in with shipping
arrangements when returning to the Kingdom by a normal route may be granted
such extension on full pay, provided that the period of extension does not exceed
the period of leave which he would lose were he required to return by the boat
next before the expiration of his leave. Provided further that when an officer is
required to return bythe boat next before the expiration of his leave, the unexpired
portion may be added to the next period of vacation leave. Similarly any exten
sion so granted will be deducted from the officers's next period of leave.(4)^ Extensions of leave may also be granted to officers on the ground of
public interest. Unless otherwise directed, such extensions will be granted with
full salary.
(5) Extensions of leave granted on any grounds other than those mentioned
above will be without salary.
10.—(1) An officer who is granted leave under the foregoing Regulations'
will be granted, in addition, leave with full pay for the period of his vojmges,
subject to the following maximum periods if the officer does not proceed by a
route which is approved as a normal route —•
(i) on leave to the United Kingdom—40 days each way,
(ii) on leave to Australia—10 days each way,(iii) on leave to New Zealand—4 days each way.(2) An officer who is granted leave under the foregoing Regulations and who
with the approval of the Privy Council, proceeds to a country other than his
approved country wiU ordinarily be granted, in addition, leave for the period of
the journeys to and from the country to which he proceeds, or for the normal
period of the voyage by the shortest route, whichever is the less.
11. An officer will be provided with free passages, by a route approved as a
normal route, to and from his approved country, on every occasion on which he is
granted leave, except:—•{a) when proceeding on leave on urgent private affairs before having
completed a minimum tour, or on returning from such leave; and{b) on leaving the Kingdom prior to retirement at his own request before
having completed a minimum tour.
12. Subject to the exceptions in Regulations nine, free passages by a route
approved as a normal route will be provided by the Government, as in the case of
the officer:—
{a) for his wife; and{b) for his dependent children under the age of seventeen years, up to
the equivalent of one adult passage by a normal route and by the
grade of accom.' lodation approved for the officer;
once in each direction in respect of each tour, provided that they reside with the
officer in the Kingdom for not less than twelve months during the tour.
13. The routes approved asnormal routes for the purposes of these Regulations
between the Kingdom and the undermentioned approved countries are as
follows:—
(a) the United Kingdom: via New Zealand and the Panama Canal
(b) Australia: by direct boat or via New Zealand.
(c) New Zealand: by direct boat.
14. If an officer, or the family of an officer, eligible for a free passage is per
mitted to travel by a route which has not been approved as a normal route, he(or they) will be granted reasonable travelling expenses (i.e. cost of steamer, air
or railpassages, but not incidental expenses) provided that in the absence of special
circumstances the cost to the Government shall not exceed the cost which would
have been incurred had he (or they) proceeded by an approved normal route.
A similar principle will be followed in the case of a person who is eligible for an
allowance under Regulations seventeen and eighteen.
15. The grades of accommodation appioved for officers travelling from and to
the Kingdom on leave are as follows:—
Officers in receipt ofsalarynot less than £500 a year: minimum first class.
Other officers: minimum second class.
On one-class vessels minimum rate accommodation will be provided for all officers.
16.—(1) When an officer's passages, either on first appointment or when
proceeding on leave, or those of his family are provided from public funds the
passages will be booked either by Government, its Agents, or the Crown Agents
for the Colonies.
(2) The approval of the Premier, which will only be granted in specialcircum
stances, will be required before an officer or his family will be permitted to travel








17. An officer who is granted leave on urgent private affairs before completing passages in
a minimum tour of service maj' be granted an allowance towards the cost of his respect of
passage from the Kingdom bearing the same proportion to half the cost of the
,,, URGENT PRIVATE
return passage, by an approved normal route or grade, for which he would nave ^pp^jiRs.
been eligible if he had completed his prescribed minimum tour, as the number of
months of resident service which he has completed bears to a minimum tour, and a
similar allowance in respect of his wife and dependent children subject, to the
provisions of Regulation twelve above, if she (or they) accompany him or follow
him within a period of three months.
18. An allowance as provided in Regulation seventeen may be granted to
officer in respect of passages from the Kingdom for himself and his wife and
dependent children, subject to the provisions of Regulation twelve above, when gppoRE
the officer is retiring at his own request, and is granted vacation leave under completing
Regulation eight (d). minimum tour.
19-'—(1) If an officer is granted vacation leave to be spent elsewhere than
. . , . , , • v.-in his approved countr}-, the particular arrangements to be made in his case THAN IN
regard to the period of leave to be allowed in respect of voyages and the approved
passage allowances in respect of himself and his wife and dependent children country.
shall be determined b}' the Priv}' Council; subject, except as provided below,
to the expense incurred by the Kingdom not exceeding that which would have
been incurred if the officer had proceeded to his appro\'ed country.
(2) If the officer's home is in the country to which he is permitted to proceed
on leave, the arrangements will be made with due consideration to the desirabihty
of his being enabled to reach his home without undue expense and to spend a
reasonable time there.
20.—(1) An officer proceeding on leave must furnish the Secretary to Govern
ment with his leave address.(2) An officer arriving in Europe on leave will report his arrival and address
to the Under Secretary of State at the Colonial Office and to the Crown Agen s
for the Colonies. " p • r,(3) An officer arriving in New Zealand or Australia on leave should furnis
the Government Agents, Messrs. Spedding, Ltd., in Auckland, or Messrs. Eurns,
Philp & Co., Ltd., in Sydney, with his address.
21. An officer may, in case of illness, be absent on full pay, without forfeiting
vacation leave, for a period not exceeding twenty-eight days in any one
provided that on the recommendation of a Government Medical Officer a
period may be extended to forty-two days. Such illness must be duly cei i e
Ly a medical officer within forty-eight hours of the officer first absenting lurnse ,
failing which the officer will be considered absent without leave unless °
field duty or on an island where it is impos.sible to obtain a rnedical cer i
provided the head of his department is satisfied that the officer's illness is genui •
22. The leave of officers employed on a purely temporary basis, when not
specified in an agreement or in the terms of appointment, shall be at the discre
of the Privy Council. ^
23. Nothing in these Regulations shall give any officer a right to any leave,
passage, or other privilege.
24. Ihe provisions of these Regulations shall apply:— application of
(1) to every officer appointed to the Public Service of the King om
after the date of approval of the Regulations; and ^(2) to every officer serving in the Kingdom at the date of j
the Regulations, unless not later than three months after ^uc
he gives notice in writing to the Premier of his desire tha P^^
visions of the Regulations referred to in Regulation^ 25
Regulations shall apply to him, in which case they shall continue
to apply accordingly.
25. Without prejudice to the provisions of Regulation 24 ofthese
— ^ - - 1 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43 44 1® ^Civil Service Regulations Nos. 33, 4.,, 474,, 4.,, 444., 4444, ^ ^ ,.-,4r4Pnn190, 191, 192, 193, and 194 are hereby repealed in so far as they apply to Ei P '





SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS APPLYING ONLY TO OFFICERS
WHOSE LEAVE IS TO BE SPENT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
LEAVE
certificate.26.
-(1) In the case of officers whose leave is to be spent in the
Kingdom a leave certificate in the approved form will be sent to the
State; a copy will be furnished to the officer proceeding on leave; and a copy wi
be sent to the Crown Agents whether the officer's salary is to be paid throug
them or not.
(2) The Crown Agents require a specimen signature of any officer who leceives
... 1 .-1 ..1 1 f .1 /« 'ii* OOTMI .leave salar}/ or any other payment through them tor the first time in his service.
In the case of such an officer a specimen signature on the prescribed foini









27.—(1) In the case of an ofhcer proceeding on leave to the United Kingdom,
a statement shaU be furnished showing whether or not he is to be examined on
arrival by one of the Consulting Physicians to the Colonial Office.(2) The officer should accordingly present himself to the Chief Medical Officer,
or to the Medical Officer of the District where he is stationed, for medical examina
tion shortly before his departure. No fee will be payable for this examination.
(3) The Medical Officer will complete the form of Medical Certificate in dupli
cate and will himself forward it under confidential cover to the Secretary to
Government. He should also hand to the officer concerned, after his examination,
a form of Medical Advice stating whether or not he should visit a Consulting
Physician for medical examination on his arrival in the United Kingdom, and
giving such advice as to precautions during the voyage, etc., as may be appropriate.
28. If an officer is required to be examined by one of the Consulting Physicians,
the Prernier shall transmit full information regarding the officer's health record
during his last tour of service and a medical report of his state of health before
proceeding on leave. The officer will be furnished in writing with medical advice
as to any precautions which he should take during the voyage and his subsequent
leave.
29. Any officer who falls ill so as to require medical attendance while pro
ceeding on leave of absence to the United Kingdom, or during such leave, and
remains ill for a week, must report the fact to the Colonial Office, and he shall,
if required, send at his own expense periodical reports from his medical attendant
as long as he remains under medical care.
Approved in Privy Council this day of 1942.
Clerk to Privy Council.
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1. Tliese Regulations may be cited as the Widows' and Orphans' Pension
(European Officers) Regulations, 1942.
2.—(1) With the exceptions mentioned in section three of these Regulations
every officer appointed to a pensionable post in the Civil Service of the Kingdom
of Tonga on or after the first day of January, 1942, shall be required, from the
date on which he commences to draw any of the salaryof the post, to contribute to
the Fiji Widows' and Orphans' Pension Scheme, in accordance with the provisions
of, and at the rates prescribed in. Ordinance No. 3 of 1914 of the Colony of Fiji
or any Ordinance amending or replacing the same.
(2) With the same exceptions every officer appointed to a pensionable post
in the Civil Service of the Kingdom of Tonga before the first dayofJanuary, 1942,
may within twelve months after that date by written notice to the Premier elect
to become a contributor and if he so elects he shall contribute as from the first
daj' of the month next after that in which his notice was received by the Prernier.
(3) Any contributor who is transferred to the Civil Service of the Kingdom
of Tonga from the Civil Services ofthe Colony of Fiji or one of the Western Paafic
High Commission Governments shall continue to contribute under the provisions






The following shall not be eligible to be contributors:—
officers, non-commissioned officers and men of the active list of the
British Imperial naval or military forces temporarily ernployed by
the Government of the Kingdom of Tonga in either a military or a
civil capacitjy
females; and
any officer the maximum of whose scale of salary (or whose actual
salary if he is not on an incremental scale) is less than sixty pounds
a year.(2) The following shall not be eligible to become contributors persons who
have attained their fifty-fourth birthday.(3) No officer shall be required to become a contributor if and for so long as
he is contributing to a Widows' and Orphans' Pension Scheme for officers
Government of any British Colony or Protectorate other than the Colony of r*!]!
or one of the Western Pacific High Commission Governments.
d.—(1) Every officer shall within three months of his becoming a contributor
notify to the Secretary to Government in writing:—
{a) his name in full;
(f*) the date of his birth; and(c) whether he is married or single;
and if married:—
(d) the full name and date of birth of his wife, if still living; and
(e) the names, sex, and dates of birth of all children still living.(2) Every officer who marries while a contributor shall within three monttis
notify the date of his marriage to the Secretary to Government and state the date
of birth of his wife.(3) Every contributor shall notify to the Secretary to Government within
three months from the date of the event:—
(a) the birth of any child born to him;
{b) the marriage of an}? female child under 21; and(c) the death of his wife, or of anj' of his children of a pensionable(4) Birth, marriage or death certificates must be furnished in support of the
information required above.
(c)
Approved in Privv Council this day of 1942.
























2 single beds, with mattresses and pillows.
1 dressing table.
1 washstand.
1 wardrobe (unless built in).
1 chair.




















1. These Regulations may be cited as the Service Examinations (European short title.
Officers) Regulations, 1942.
A. ORAL LANGUAGE EXAMINATION.
2. All European officers appointed to posts in the Public Se^ice
Kingdom of Tonga, other than the Treasurer and the Chief Medical Officer, will be
required to pass a lower standard examination in the Tongan language; provided
that the requirement shall not apph' to an officer on secondment nor, if so decided
in any particular case b}' the Privj' Council, to an officer transferred from another
Government.
3. The standard required in the examination will be the ability to understand
and to converse in the Tongan language with facility. The examination wi e











4. The examination will be held by the Tongan LangTiage
Board twice yearly in June and December on dates to be notified m e •
Officers desiring to be examined should notify the Secretary to Govern
least three days before the date of the Examination.
5. Officers will be required to pass the examination by the following ates,
except where otherwise stated by the Privy Council: Lhe(i) in the case of officers serving at the 1st January, 19 .
1st January, 1945; .qao within(ii) in the case of officers appointed after the 1st January, <
three years of appointment. • i • +1
Failure to pass the examination within the stipulated time^6. i- i l n iii uic
absence of an explanation satisfactory to the Privy Council, debar ctonoed
confirmation in his appointment or lead to his further increments g
until such time as he succeeds in passing.
B.—SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING EXAMINAflON.
7. Before passing the Efficiency Bar at (£180) the Clerk and Stenogr p
Premier's Department, will be required to pass:— . . minutes(a) a shorthand test at the rate of 80 words a mmute for five mmut^^
Thirty minutes will be allowed for transcription,
errors must not exceed two per cent; . „ minutes{b) a tj'pewriting test at the rate of 30 words a minute
, . ^ f , 1942.Approved in Priv}' Council this day ot
34X42—50
Conversation.—Conversation of a simple character with one or ^or®
Tongans who are conversant with no other language than eir
own and who are unknown to the candidate previous to the examina
tion. 20 minutes. 150 marks. ,
Translation.—Viva voce translations from Tongan into Eng is
vice versa. 15 minutes. 100 marks.
pass the candidate must obtain at least 55 per cent ot the agg ^
Clerk to Privy Council.
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